Design Your Custom
Yurt Online in 3D
We are proud to have unveiled the Yurt Builder 3D™, a unique online
tool that empowers you to experience your yurt prior to purchase.
If your family or business would like to build a yurt, this complimentary tool will come in handy. The Yurt
Builder 3D™ allows you to design a yurt using the following steps:

 SELECT A SIZE.

We measure yurts by diameter, from 12 ft. to 30 ft.

 CHOOSE A WALL COVER COLOR.

Our acrylic coated polyester fabric is long lasting and available in ten
different shades, from terra cotta to teal.

 PICK OUT A ROOF COVER COLOR(S).

Flame-retardant vinyl laminate will protect your yurt from the weather. The
color of this low-maintenance material is up to you—select putty or olive for
your roof, and from seven different colors for the valance. For an additional
fee, select a premium top cover, complete with a 15-year warranty.

 DECIDE WHICH DOOR.

Express your style by selecting an entry. We offer French, fiberglass and
panel doors with or without windows.

 SELECT YOUR WINDOWS.

Two fabric windows are included in the price of every Pacific Yurt. Choose
your combination of fabric or glass windows. This step also includes
options for window awning frames for fabric windows.

 ADD ON EXTRA FEATURES.

Concerned about cold winters or steaming summers? Add roof and wall
insulation as well as insulated window covers. Optional snow and wind kits
will strengthen your yurt for extreme weather. You may also opt for a dome
opener with insect/shade screens. A fan support will allow you to keep air
circulating. Gutters and stove flashing are also available in this step.

 SELECT A SETTING FOR YOUR YURT.

At this point it will appear complete, so it’s the perfect time to situate it
in the mountains, next to a river, in a tropical locale, or in the woods—
wherever your getaway will be.

 SUBMIT A QUOTE.

Last but not least, review and submit your quote after selecting a crating
option. Type in your contact information so that we can follow up with
details. A copy of the quote you have created will also be emailed to you.

Envisioning your desires is always the first step in making them a reality. By using the Yurt Builder 3D™,
you can get a clear picture of what your yurt will look like, as well as the financial investment required.
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